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Part-I 

1x8 
1. Fill in the blanks 

a Latin word 'educere means 

b) Metaphysics is one of the branches of 
19 18I 166 I 

)The oldest system of philosophy is known as 

The naturalism philosophy of education was 

propounded by . 

83 
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e) Conscious or spirit is known as 

e) 

fThe founder of Jain Philosophy was 

6 

g)Rabindra Nath Tagore is the founder of 

h) Education of the physical being is known 
h) 

as 

Part-II 

2. Answer any eight of the following within two to 

three sentences each: 1K x8 

a) What is meant by life-long-education ? a) 
1@R HIai daia ad e'a ge ? 



3.1 

rite two educational implication of axiology. b) 

Define Philosophy. 

d) Enumerate four forms of idealism. 

e) Enumerate two common characteristics of 

Indian Philosophy. 

Write the role of teacher in Buddhism. 

8Write the methods of teaching according to 

Samkhya Philosophy. 

h) Enumerate two immediate aims of education. 

([Turn Over 783 
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Write two principles of Tagore's philosophy of i) 
education. 

i)What are the levels of mind according to 

Sri Aurobindo? 

Part-IlI 

3. Answer any eight of the following within 75 words 

each 2x8 

66]9 60 66l60 aio69 a60 g6YA 98 4N SRIG 

a) Enumerate the nature of philosophy. 

b) Describe narrower meaning of education. 

Enumerate the impact of philosophy on 
c) 

curriculum. 



5] 

d) What is meant by negative education ? d) 

e) Write features of idealism. 

Discuss the role of teacher in naturalism. 

g Enumerate features of Jain Philosophy. 

h) What is Nai Talim ? 

Write three causes of failure of Basic education. 
i) 

What is meant by supramental education? 
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Part-IV 

Answer the following within 500 words each 

4. a) Discuss the meaing of metaphysics and its 

6 educational implication. 

OR 

b) Describe the characteristics and importance of 

life-long education. 

S. a) Describe the aims of education and curriculum 

according to Idealism. 

OR 

b) Explain the main principles of Pragmatism. 6 b) 
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6. a) Explain philosophical tenets of Vedanta 

Philosophy. 6 

OR 

Describe the aims of education according to b) 
Jainism. 

. a) Discuss the educational ideas and ideals of 

6 Plato. 

OR 

b) Describe the contribution of Sri Aurobindo to b) 
the modern educational thought. 
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. a) Elucidate the views of John Dewey on 

education. 

2x2 b) Write short notes on the following: 

i) Characteristies of Society 

ii) Types of Society 

OR 

[Turn Over L347 
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Discuss the relationship between education and 

8 
c) 

society. 

2x 2 d) Write short notes on the following 

i) Views of Radhakrishnan on education 

ii) Views of Illich on education 

2. a) Define culture. Discuss the characteristics of 

8 culture. 

bWrite short notes on the following: b) 2x2 

i) Types of culture 
a gRIGGNT 
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ii) Cultural dimensions of education 

OR 

c)Discuss the interrelationship between education 
custom and value system. 

d) Write short notes on the following: 2x 2 

i) Cultural lag and acculturation 

ii) Social custom 

a11@e ga 

3. a) Explain how does education act as an agent ot 

social change. 8 

L-347 [Turn Over 
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22 b)Write short notes on the following: 

i) Horizontal social mobility 

ii) Education and Afirmative Action 

OR 

c) Discuss the role of education for the 
development of the marginalized group. 8 

d Write short notes on the following: 2 x2 

Role of education in the process 
i) 

sOcialization 

ii) Ventical social mobility 
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4. a). What are the effects of globalization on 

society ? 8 

b) Write short notes on the following: 2 x 2 

i) Educational system in Europe 

ii) Role of Education in growth and development 

OR 

c) What are the effects of liberalization 

on society? 8 

d) Write short notes on the following: 2 x 2 

i) Educational system in SAARC countries 

L-347 [Turn Over 
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ii) Role of education for global context 

5. a) Discuss the role of education in nation 

8 building. 

2x2 b) Write short notes on the following: 

i) Autonomy in Education 

ii) Welfare State 

OR 

c) What do you mean by democracy ? Discuss the c) 
role of education for a democratie country like 

India 8 
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d) Write short notes on the following 2x2 

i) Totalitarian State 

ii) Interrelationship of State and Education 

L-347-17 O0 
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Part-I 

1 Fill in the blanks 4x1 

a) Educational Psychology is a 
SCience. 

b) Educational Psychology applies in to 

teaching process. 

g616 66 

c) stage is named as pregang age. 

L-548 
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d) Piaget's theory of cognition is sometimes 

called 

OElsAS RIAIEIA DQA 6969 696 

2. Write answer in one word 4x1 
6S16 6666 A06 6ASI 

a) Who proposed the two factor theory of 

intelligence? 

b) The word personality has been derived from 
which word? 

c) Who divided all human being into introvert and 
extrovert ? 

d Which is the unconscious strategy adopted by 
an individual to protect from ego, minimze 
conflict ? 
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Part-II 

3. Answer any eight of the following within two to 

three sentences each 8x 1% 

a) What do you mean by educational Psychology? 

b) What are the objectives of educational b) 

Psychology? 

c) What are the stages of cognitive development 

according to Piaget's theory ? 

909@ e'a ? 

d) What is assimilation ? d) 

G1GGe 6? 

e) What is lHomeostasis 

(Turn Over L-548 
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f What do you mean by laws of control ? 

g) Write any two educational implications of 

Pavlov's theory 

h) What are the characterstics of mental health. 

i) Differentiate between adjustment and 

maladjustment. 

i) What are the advantages of Intelligence test? 

a61806 aOTI*OIg@a A'a 6Et ? 

Part-Ill 

4 Answer any eight of the following within 75 words 

each 
8x2 

REN9 C 6ilaa aIO� GE6 98 60 6M : 

a) Narrate the significance of educational 
psychology 
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b)Write any five principles of development. b) 

c) Explain the unique feature of Adolescence. 

d) What are the causes of individual differences. 

e) Explain the merits of participant observation. 

f Differentiate between convergent and divergent f 
Thinking. 

g) How do we identify a creative child in the 

classroom? 

h) Explain the educatonal implication of Skinner's h) 
operant conditioning 

L-548 [Turn Over 
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i) What is shaping? 
gis g's ? 

Part-IV 

5. Answer the following within 500 words each 4x6 

a) Describe in detail the purpose, scope and 

relevance of Educational Psychology. 

OR 

What do you mean by development ? Describe 

different principles of development. 

b) Describe the two factor theory of intelligence. 

OR 
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Define Creativity. Describe the stages of creative 

thinking. 

c)What is meant by the term conditioning? c) 
Distinguish between classical conditioning and 

instrumental conditioning. Assess the 

educational significance of each. 

gain gai aL6N &'si QEN ? na ga1e1A 8 

OR 

Discuss the various motivational techinques that 

teacher should use in classroom teaching 

L-548 [Turn Over 
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d) Define Personality. Describe the type theories 
of personality. 

OR 

What is mental health ? Describe the factors 

affecting mental health. 

L-548-1600 
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Answer al questions 

Part-I 

1. Answer the following by fill in the blanks or one 

1x8 word answer 

a) Who said psychology is the science of a) 
behaviour? 

b) Psychology is not an exact b) as is physics 

and chemistry. 

c) Shortness and tallness of stature is an example 

of difference. 

[Turn Over 
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d) Who introduced the concept of mental age ? d) 

The term motivation is derived from e 
6g0 

Write one name of non verbal intelligence test. 

Who advocated type theory of personality. 

The Rosschach Ink Blot Test is developed h) 

by 

Part-II 

2. Answer any eight of the following within two to 

three sentences each: 1%x8 

a) Define growth. 
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b) Write two applications of Psychology in 

understanding learmer. 

c) Write two principles of development. 

d) Define intelligcnce. 

e)Enumerate the nature of creativity. 

fEnumerate types of of motivation. 

g) Write two factors of learning. 

h) Define mental health. 

Write two limitations of interview method i) 

j) Define adjustment mechanism. 

aFNGAIeR HOQIa arsI 696 

L-806 
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Part-IlI 

3 Answer any eight of the following within 75 words 

2x8 each 

a) Enumerate relevence of Educational Psychology. 

b) Write types of observation. 

c) Enumerate advantages of case study method. c) 

d) Write the purpose of verbal test of intelligence. d) 

e)Write strategies for fostering creativity e) 

29RaoI 969NOIa G@lacqëe 6 

f)Write educational implications ot operant 

conditioning 
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g) Enumerate the limitation of Trait theory of 

personality. 

h) Write the concept of motivation. 

i) What is insightful learning ? 

) Enumerate mental health of teacher. 

Part-IV 

Answer the following within 500 words each 

4 a) Discuss the principles of growth and 

development. 

OR 

L-806 (Turn Over 
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b) Describe the characteristics of physical b) 

development during adolescence period. 

6 5. a) Explain stages of creative thinking. 

OR 

b) Discuss briefly any one individual test of b) 

intelligence. 

6. a) Explain the factors affecting learning. 

OR 

b) Discuss educational implications of learning 
with experiment. 
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7. a) Describe meaning and nature of Personality. 6 

OR 

b) Discuss any three types of adjustment b) 
mechanism. 

O0 L-806-1800 


